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All items of the school uniform  
are sold exclusively by the  

Darling Downs Christian School  
Uniform Shop. 

Summer 

Winter 

 Navy tartan summer dress 

 White socks with stripes 

 Navy bucket hat 

 Formal black leather lace-up 
school shoes 

 Navy tartan tunic 

 Light blue short sleeve shirt 

 Navy school tie 

 Navy tights / White summer 
socks 

 Navy formal jumper 

 Formal black leather lace-up 
school shoes 

 Navy bucket hat 

Summer 

Hat 

 Light blue short sleeve shirt 

 Navy shorts 

 White socks with stripes 

 Navy bucket hat 

 Formal black leather lace-up 
school shoes 

 Light blue short sleeve shirt 

 Navy trousers with white striped    
socks OR 

 Navy shorts with navy knee-high 
socks 

 Navy school tie 

 Navy bucket hat 

  Formal black leather lace-up 
school shoes 

Formal navy jumper is the FIRST item of warmth for Years 1 to 6. 

ONLY FORMAL BLACK LEATHER LACE-UP SCHOOL 
SHOES to be worn  Years 1  to 6.  

Prep wears black Velcro leather joggers and Year 1 can wear 
black Velcro leather formal shoes. 

Formal 
Jumper 

Winter 



 Light blue blouse 

 Tartan girl’s tie 

 Summer tartan skirt / Winter tar-
tan skirt 

 Formal navy jumper 

 Summer: White school socks 
with stripes 

 Winter: Navy tights / navy                
knee high school socks 

 Formal girl’s hat 

 Formal black leather lace-up 
school shoes 

 Navy winter jacket 

 White blouse 

 School tie 

 Summer tartan skirt / Winter tar-
tan skirt 

 Blazer 

 Formal navy jumper 

 Summer: White school socks 
with stripes 

 Winter: Navy tights / navy knee 
high school socks 

 Formal girl’s hat 

 Formal black leather lace-up 
school shoes 

 White shirt 

 School tie (optional Term 1 and 
Term 4) 

 Navy shorts / trousers 

 Formal navy jumper 

 Knee high navy school socks 
with shorts or white school 
socks with trousers 

 Blazer 

 Formal boy’s hat 

 Formal black leather lace-up 
school shoes 

 

 Light blue shirt 

 Winter: School tie 

 Navy shorts / trousers 

 Formal navy jumper 

 Knee high navy school socks 
with shorts or white school 
socks with trousers 

 Formal boy’s hat 

 Formal black leather lace-up       
school shoes 

 Winter navy jacket 

 Polo shirt 

 Sport shorts 

 White sport socks 

 Track pants  

 Light blue sports jumper  (track 
jacket optional) 

 Navy bucket hat 

 Predominantly a plain colour 
non-fluorescent joggers with 
non-marking soles for        
Years 1  -  12 

 Prep students wear black     
Velcro leather joggers 

 Navy Kindy shirt  

 Any navy bottoms 

 Any coloured socks 

 Any coloured joggers 

 Broad rim hat 

 

Worn every Wednesday for Primary and Secondary 
Sport and everyday for Prep 

Formal navy jumper is the FIRST item of warmth for 
Years 7 to 10. 

Blazer is the FIRST item of warmth for Years 11 and 12. 

ONLY FORMAL BLACK LEATHER LACE-UP 
SCHOOL SHOES to be worn Years 7  to 12. 

ONLY navy hair accessories to be worn. 

 

 

 


